ABSTRACT. In his second notebook, Ramanujan recorded total of 23 P -Q modular equations involving theta-functions ϕ(q), ψ(q) and f (−q). In this paper, modular equations analogous to those recorded by Ramanujan are obtained involving f (−q). As a consequence, several values of quotients of theta-function are evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
For |q| < 1, let (a; q) ∞ denote the infinite product (n!) 2 k 2n = π 2 ϕ 2 (q), (0 < k < 1), (1.4) and set K ′ = K(k ′ ), where k ′ = √ 1 − k 2 is the so called complementary modulus of k.
It is classical to set q(k) = e −πK(k ′ )/K(k) so that q is one-to-one increases from 0 to 1.
In the same manner introduce
) and suppose that the following equality
holds for some positive integer n 1 . Then a modular equation of degree n 1 is a relation between the moduli k and ℓ 1 which is induced by (1.5) . Following Ramanujan, set α = k 2 and β = ℓ 2 1 . We say that β is of degree n 1 over α. The multiplier m, corresponding to the degree n 1 , is defined by 6) for q = e −πK(k
, L 3 and L ′ 3 denote complete elliptic integrals of the first kind corresponding, in pairs, to the moduli √ α, √ β, √ γ and √ δ, and their complementary moduli, respectively. Let n 1 , n 2 and n 3 be positive integers such that n 3 = n 1 n 2 . Suppose that the equalities
hold. Then a "mixed" modular equation is a relation between the moduli √ α, √ β, √ γ and √ δ that is induced by (1.7). We say that β, γ and δ are of degrees n 1 , n 2 and n 3 , respectively over α.
involving α, β, γ and δ.
At scattered places of his second notebook [13] , Ramanujan recorded a total of nine P -Q "mixed" modular relations of degrees 1, 3, 5 and 15. These relations were proved by B. C. Berndt and L. -C. Zhang [5] , [6] and the same has been reproduced in the book by Berndt [4, pp. 214-235] . In [7] , S. Bhargava, C. Adiga and M. S. Mahadeva Naika have established several new P -Q "mixed" modular relations with four moduli. For more information one can see [11] and [12] . Motivated by all these works, we establish some new modular equations of "mixed" degrees and as an application, we establish some new general formulas for the explicit evaluations of a remarkable product of theta function.
In Section 2, we collect some identities which are useful in proofs of our main results.
In Section 3, we establish several new modular equations of degree 5. In Section 4, we establish several new P -Q "mixed" modular equations akin to those recorded by Ramanujan in his notebooks.
Mahadeva Naika, M. C. Maheshkumar and Bairy [9] , have defined a new remarkable product of theta-functions b s,t : 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section, we list some of the relevant identities which are useful in the proofs of our results.
Lemma 2.1. [3, Ch. 17, Entry 12 (i) and (iii), p. 124] For 0 < x < 1, let 
3) If β is of degree 5 over α, then 6) where m is the multiplier for degree 5.
and
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.12)
P -Q MODULAR EQUATIONS OF DEGREE 5
In this section, we establish some new modular equations of degree 5.
Proof. Using the equation (2.8) after changing q to q 2 , we get
where
.
Cubing the equation (3.2) and using the equations (2.3) and (2.4), we deduce
Using the equation (2.11) after changing q to −q, we have
Collecting the terms containing T on one side of the equation (3.3) and using the equation
Expanding in powers of q, the first and second factor of the equation ( 
P -Q "MIXED" MODULAR EQUATIONS
In this section, we establish several new P -Q "mixed" modular equations with four moduli. Throughout this section, we set
. 
2)
3)
Proof of (4.2). The equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be rewritten as Theorem 4.2. For |q| < 1,
5)
6)
Proof. The proof of equations (4.5) and (4.6) are similar to the proof of (4.2) and (4.3).
Hence, we omit the details. 
Proof. Taking the cube of both sides of the equation (2.7), we deduce
. Using (2.3), (2.4) and (4.1), we deduce
qψ(q 10 ) .
Using the equation (4.3) in the equation (4.9), we deduce = 0.
Expanding in powers of q, the first and second factors of (4.11), one gets respectively
As q tends to 0 the first factor of (4.11) vanishes whereas the second factor does not vanish.
Hence we arrive at (4.7) for q ∈ (0, 1). By analytic continuation (4.7) is true for |q| <
1.
Theorem 4.4. If P = AB 4 and Q = A B 4 , then
(4.12)
Proof. The proof of the equation (4.14) is similar to the proof of the equation (4.12); Notice that now (3.1) is used in place of (2.10).
Proof. Using the equation (2.12) in the equation (4.5), we deduce 10v − 10u − 2vC Expanding in powers of q, the first and second factors of (4.17), one gets respectively
As q tends to 0 the first factor of (4.17) vanishes whereas the second factor does not vanish.
Hence we arrive at (4.15) for q ∈ (0, 1). By analytic continuation (4.15) is true for |q| <
Theorem 4.7. If P = C 1 C 4 and Q = C 1 C 4 , then
Proof. The proof of the equation (4.18) is similar to the proof of (4.15);Notice that now (2.10) is used in place of (2.12).
REMARKABLE PRODUCT OF THETA-FUNCTIONS
In this section, we establish several new modular identities connecting the remarkable product of theta-functions b s,5 with b r 2 s,5 for r = 2, 4, and 6. , then
Proof. Using the equation (1.8) in the equation (4.7) we arrive at the equation (5.2).
Corollary 5.1.
Proof. Putting s = 1/2, in (5.2) and using the fact that b 1,5 b 4,5 = 1, we deduce
where h := b 4,5 .
We observe that the first factor of (5.5) vanishes for specific value of q := e 
